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Abstract We propose and demonstrate a novel packet-switched PON with waveband selectivity in ONUs, which
enables internetworking of ONUs in a group. This configuration clearly improves the latency and throughput
performance by reducing the electronic bottleneck in the OLT.
Introduction
Passive optical networks (PONs) [1] have been an
attractive approach to providing broadband data
communications. Conventional PONs distribute
downstream traffic from the optical line terminal (OLT)
to optical network units (ONUs) in a broadcast
manner, while the ONUs send upstream data packets
multiplexed in time to the OLT. This means that the
communications among ONUs have to go through the
OLT involving electronic processing such as buffering
and scheduling, which inevitably introduces latency
and degrades the throughput of the network. In
applications such as virtual private networks (VPNs)
and super-computer interconnections where the
communications among ONUs are frequent, the
problem is pronounced and the performance of
conventional PONs may be significantly degraded
due to the electronic bottleneck of the OLT. This
problem
also
exists
in
wavelength-divisionmultiplexed (WDM) PONs, which employ multiple
wavelengths to provide point-to-point connectivity
between OLT terminals and ONUs. To date the interONU networking issue has only been addressed by a
few groups. In [2], a specific wavelength is allocated
in the PON that uses a fibre Bragg grating on the
feeder fibre to broadcast the packets for inter-ONU
communications. However, this approach requires
two transmitters and two receivers in an ONU, thus
doubling the cost of the system. In [3] an N x N star
coupler based PON architecture was proposed,
reducing one transmitter in every ONU.
In this paper, we propose a novel waveband-selective
PON that enables optical internetworking of ONUs
within the same waveband (WB). In each ONU only
one pair of transmitter/receiver is required. ONUs are
grouped into different VPNs according to the WBs
assigned to them. The architecture is compatible with
conventional PONs therefore upgrade can be easily
realised. The VPNs can be implemented by
dynamically adjusting a WB reflector at the OLT site
to achieve flexible configuration, which is not possible
with previous proposals. In the following we
experimentally demonstrate this WB-based PON
operating at 1.25 Gb/s. A packet-switched ONU is
demonstrated to receive optical packets from the VPN
and the OLT simultaneously. We also carry out

simulations to show the significant performance
improvement in reduced latency and increased
throughput compared to a conventional PON.
Architecture of the WB-selective PON
The transmitter in an ONU is assigned a specific
wavelength, and adjacent wavelengths are grouped
to form a WB. The receiver in an ONU is equipped
with a WB filter that covers the wavelengths in the
VPN. Thus, the transmitted signal from an ONU can
be optically re-directed to other ONUs in the same
VPN if a WB reflector is employed at the OLT site.
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Fig. 1: Three scenarios in PON communications: a).
upstream, b). downstream, c) inter-ONUs.
Here we illustrate the operation principle of the
proposed WB-based PON by showing three
communication scenarios in Fig. 1. The upstream
traffic from the ONUs to the OLT is packet-interleaved
in time as in conventional PONs but at different
wavelengths (Fig 1a). At the OLT, the receiver is
broadband to recover packets from all ONUs. The
transmitter of the OLT is fast wavelength-tunable so
the downstream data can be sent to the intended
VPN (Fig. 1b). Within the same VPN the downstream
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Fig. 2: Experimental setup of the WB-based PON
showing its optical internetworking of ONUs.
We perform an experiment to demonstrate the optical
internetworking of ONUs while simultaneously
receiving the data from the OLT, as shown in Fig. 2.
At the OLT site, the wavelength of the transmitter is
set to 1547.0 nm, the downstream data pass through
a uni-directional re-configurable reflector that reflects
the packets from the ONUs and pass through the
data from the OLT. Such a dynamic reflector can be
in the form of a blocker [4] based on microelectromechanical-system (MEMS), while in our
experiment we simply used a wavelength demultiplexer with a reflector connected at the proper
port. The transmitter wavelength of ONU is 1547.8
nm, which is reflected back and sent downstream. In
ONU2, the receiver is equipped with a WB filter
having a bandwidth of ~2 nm centred at 1547.4 nm,
which is capable of receiving the data from the ONU1
and the OLT. Between the OLT and a 3-dB splitter is
a 12-km single mode fibre.
We test the communication from ONU1 to ONU2. To
mimic the packet-switching scenario, we set the bit
error rate tester (BERT) to ‘zero substitute’ mode with
a pattern consisting of 7 bytes (56 bits) of random
data followed by 72 ‘0’s, totalling a period of 128 bits.
All the 128 bits were measured to obtain the BER
curve as shown in Fig.3. We follow the same
procedure to study the downstream communication
from the OLT to the ONU2. Similar results were
observed. Compared to the back-to-back sensitivity of
-23.6 dBm, a small penalty of ~0.8 dB was observed,
while the difference in sensitivities tested with the
OLT and the ONU is negligible. The above studies
verify the feasibility of the optical internetworking of
ONUs and the OLT. We also show the pattern when
the packets from the ONU and the OLT are
interleaved in time. Although the BER measurement
cannot be performed in such configuration, we
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Fig. 3: Waveforms of the packets a) from ONU1, b)
from OLT, c) combined, respectively. d) BER curves.
observed the signal waveforms remain unchanged as
compared to before they are combined, therefore
similar BER performance can be expected.
To show the benefits of inter-ONU communications,
we perform simulations to compare this PON with a
conventional PON in terms of the latency and the
throughput performance as defined in [5]. We assume
there are 16 ONUs in the PON, which is a typical
scenario in today’s access networks. The 16 ONUs
are grouped to 4 VPNs each containing 4 ONUs. The
traffic demand among ONUs [5] in the same VPN is
randomly assigned from 1 slot to a variable ‘load’,
while the rest of the traffic (OLT to ONUs,
communications between ONUs that do not belong to
the same VPN) is evenly distributed between 0 and
10 slots. We run the simulation 1000 times and
average the results. Fig. 4 shows that with increasing
the intra-VPN traffic, the performance of the proposed
PON significantly outperforms the conventional PON.
This is primarily attributed to the fact that the optical
internetworking eliminates the electronic bottleneck at
the OLT, thus greatly reduces the latency and
increases the throughput.
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traffic is received by ONUs in the group in a
broadcast manner. In the case of inter-ONU
communications in a VPN, we place a uni-directional
WB reflector that directs the data from an ONU back
to the VPN that the ONU belongs to. Therefore, intraVPN communications can be realised by employing a
WB reflector. The WB reflector can be rapidly reconfigured to handle dynamic traffic. Scheduling is
required with certain modifications based on
conventional PONs. Note that the 1xN splitter in the
network can be replaced by a low-cost WB multiplxer
to reduce the loss and increase the scalability.
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Fig. 4: Improved performance of the proposed PON
(dashed) relative to a conventional PON (solid).
Conclusion
We propose and experimentally demonstrate a novel
packet-switched PON with ONUs grouped in WBs to
form VPNs. An ONU node is demonstrated to receive
data packets from another ONU and from the OLT.
The significant improvement in latency and
throughput is shown through simulations.
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